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IN RE
BOGALT]SA CHEMICAL RELEASE

IN TtrE crRCUrr couRT oF HrNDS couNTy, Mrssrssr#B - 7 em
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT BAfigARADuNr$ctRcutrcrERK

k
NO. 251.96.000493CIV ALL CASES

GAYLORD CHEMICAL CORPORATION'S AND
GAYLORD CONTAINER CORPORATION'S OPPOSITION TO THE MARIES'

(1) MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR FINAL SETTLEMENT,
(2) MorroN oN PLEADINGS oF SPECIAL MATTERS, AIYD

(3) MOTION FOR INTERVENTION

INTRODUCTION

Over nine years after the October 23,1995 chemical release in Bogalusa, Louisiana, Robert

and Rebecca Marie (the "Maries") have filed a vague set of motions seeking some sort of relief

against, inter alia, Gaylord'Chemical Corporation and Gaylord Container Corporation (hereinafter

"Gaylord Chemical" and "Gaylord Container" respectively) in regards to a complaint filed almost

six years ago. These motions apparently seek: (1) .,r**u.y;.rdgment or a forced settlement based

on an unsupported set of allegations, (2) relief from Case Management Order No. I issued by Judge

Graves in the consolidated actions, and (3) intervention into the Mississippi class action of the

Bogalusa chemical release (despite there never having been such a class under Mississippi law).

The motions and the claims of the Maries filed before this Court must be dismissed. As an

initial matter, Judge Graves' January 15, 1998 order in the consolidated actions plainly bars the

Maries' motions and claims as they have not complied with the provisions of that order. Equally

dispositive, the March,2004Global Settlement Agreement entered into by Mississippi plaintiffs,
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Counsel and Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container specifically requires the dismissal with

prejudice of any and all cluims of all person s who had asserted claims in Mississippi relating to the

Bogalusa chemical release, which includes the Maries. On a substantive level, the allegations ofthe

Maries are so vague, conclusory, and unintelligible that it is impossible to determine the basis for

their various motions filed before this Court. Finally, the Maries have failed to prosecute or take

action on their claims in a timely manner.

This Court should enter an order dismissing all the Maries' motions as well as their claims.

Given the Maries' litigious history, the dismissal should occur with prejudice and make it clear that

the Maries can no longer file frivolous and unintelligible motions or claims against Gaylord

Chemical and Gaylord Container arising from the Bogalusa chemical release. In the alternative, this

case and these motions should be transfemed for consideration before Judge Delaughter, who is the

judge for the consolidated actions resulting from the Bogalusa chemical release.

This is not a harsh result. On five prior occasions, the Maries have filed actions against

Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Containerin state and federal court inregardsto the chemical release

in Bogalusa. Each ofthose district courts (and the Fifth Circuit) have dismissed the Maries' bizarre

and unsubstantiated claims a total of four times^

1 . On October 23 , L995 ,rulcar UTLX 82329 ruptwed and accidentally released nitrogen

tetroxide and its constituent chemicals in Bogalusa, Louisiana. Within six months after the accident,

over 170 separate lawsuits were filed in Louisiana state and federal courts against, inter alia,

Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container.

Z. ln addition to the Louisiana litigation (which was eventually consolidated into a
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single class action currently pending in Louisiana state court),over I 1,000 individual plaintiffs filed

individual claims in the Circuit Court of Hinds County Mississippi seeking damages for injuries

allegedly suffered as a result of the October 23rd incident. Among these lawsuits was Newkirk,

et al. v. Vicksburg Chemical, et al., a single 1996 action which joined the claims of 3,511 separate

Mississippi plaintiffs. Robert Marie, Rebecca Marie, and April Marie were among the three

thousand five hundred plaintiffs inNewkirk. (Sae Exhibit A.)

3 ' In March 1997 ,the Newkirk ca'se - along with the Maries' claims - were consolidated

with more than 11,000 otherMississippi plaintiffs in the Circuit Court of Hinds County under the

caption: In Re Chemical Release at Bogalusa, No. 251-96-493-CIV. (A Copy of Judge Graves,

1997 Temporary Case Management Order No. I is attached as Exhibit B. The consolidation of

Newhirk with all other Mississippi claims is paragraph rI of this order.)

4. During 1996 and 1997, Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container served numerous

interrogatories, document requests and requests to admit on each of the 11,000 individual plaintiffs

consolidatedinln Re Chernical Release at Bogalusa - including Robert, Rebecca and April Marie.

5. The Maries were amongthe3,253 individual plaintiffs who never filed answers to

the discovery requests. After numerous arguments and repeated hearings, the claims of these 3,253

Mississippi plaintiffs were dismissed, without prejudice. The Maries' claims were among those

dismissed- (A copy ofJudge Graves' l/l5lg8 Order and the AttachmentB identiffing all dismissed

claims is attached as Exhibit C. Page 30 ofAttachment B to the Order showing the dismissal of the

Maries specifically is attached as Exhibit D.)

6. Pursuant to the express terms of Judge Graves' January 15, 1998 Order, the Circuit

Court of Hinds County retained jurisdiction with regard to all of the claims that were dismissed
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without prejudice - including the Maries' claims - "for the sole and express purpose of allowing this

court to review any motions or other attempts to revive those claims." (,See Exhibit C.)

7' In addition, the January 15, 1998 Order further provides that,,the [dismissed]

Plaintiffs are required to pursue any efforts to revive those claims before this Court.,, (See Id.) The

Maries did not appeal this order.

8' on October 21,l998,the Maries then filed the instant action before this Court. (See

Exhibit E.) Other than a motion filed by Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container to skike the

Maries' claims that was denied without comment by the Court and various procedural filings by

defendants, this case has laid dormant until the Maries filed their motions on January 2l ,2005 . (See

the court docket for this case attached as Exhibit F.) Put simply, the Maries have taken no

affirmative action in prosecuting this instant action since it was filed over six years ago.

9. On June 28,2002, the Maries filed a subsequent complaint in the United States

District Court for the Southern District of Mississippi against Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord

Container and other parties. This complaint concemed the same October 1995 accident and

contained allegations that mirrored the claims inNewkirkin addition to making claims of denial of

due process similar to the claims made in the motions filed in this case.

10' on August 20,2003,Judge Pickering ruled that the action brought by the Maries in

Mississippi federal court lacked subject matter jurisdiction. He specifically cited as to their claims

for denial of due process that the Maries' "clearly frivolous allegations will not support a basis for

federal jurisdiition'" (A copy ofJudge Pickering's 8/20/03Judgment and Memorandum ofopinion

and Order is attached as Exhibit G.)

I 1' Having failed to convince these prior courts to side with them, the Maries then filed
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a largely unintelligible complaint in the Eastern District of Louisiana seeminglybased on denial of

due process claims similar to those filed in Mississippi federal court and in the motions before this

Court. (A copy of this 2003 complaint is attached as Exhibit H.)

12. Judge Barbier in the Eastem District of Louisiana dismissed their complaint for

"contain[ing] nothing but vague, conclusory, and unintelligible allegations." (The llTg/04 Order

and Reasons issued by the Eastem District of Louisiana is attached as Exhibit I. T\e l/30104

Judgment issued by the Eastern District oflouisiana is attached as Exhibit J. The 2/10/04 Amended

Judgment issued by the Eastern Dishict of Louisiana is attached as Exhibit K.)

13. The District Court found that the Maries' "complaint must allege sufficient facts

. . from which the defendants can fairly appreciate the claim made against them" and that "[s]ome

facts must be alleged that convince the court that the plaintiffs have at least a colorable claim." (,See

Id.) The District Court dismissed the complaint, because the plaintiffs did "not meet these

requirements" and that their "conclusory allegations [did] not suffioe." (See Id.)

14. The Maries then appealed this dismissal to the Fifth Circuit. The Fifth Circuit

dismissed their appeal, because "it [was] impossible to discem from the [Maries'] complaint the

exact basis for the appellants' claims or the legal theories on which they seek redress against any or

all of the named defendants !' (See glzz/}4ruling from the Fifth Circuit attached as Exhibit L.)

1 5. Finally, in early 2004, the Mississippi Plaintiffs' Counsel for all Mississippi plaintiffs

who had asserted claims in Mississippi arising out of the Bogalusa chemical release entered into a

Global Settleinent Agreement dismissing all such claims withprejudice. This settlement expressly

included the Newkirk case as well as all other litigation arising out of the 1995 Bogalusa incident.

(,See Global Settlement Agteement pp.6-7 &26-28,attached as Exhibit M.) The Maries' claims as
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Mississippi plaintiffs are covered by this Global Settlement Agreement . (SeeExhibit B, the order

consolidating 3,511 plaintiff claims in Na,vkirk et al. v. Vicksburg Chemical, et al. into a single

action in which the Maries were plaintiffs.) (See also Attachment 6 to the Global Settlement

Agreement, attached hereto as Exhibit N, listing the Newkirkaction as one covered by the Global

Settlement Agreement.)

ARGUMENT

I. THE MARIES' MOTIONS AI\D CLAIMS ARE BARRED BY JUDGE
GRAVES'JANUARY 15, 1998 ORDER

The Maries' motions and instant lawsuit in this Court are barred by Judge Graves'

January 15, 1998 dismissal order. On April 1,1997, the defendants in this case frled plaintiff-

Specific Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and Requests for Admissions

pursuant to the Court's Temporary Case Management Order No. 1. (Exhibit B.) Many of the

Plaintiffs, including the Maries, failed to respond to the defendants' discovery iequests.

Aftermonths ofextensions, numerous hearings and repeated arguments, onJanuary 15, 199g,

Judge Graves entered an order dismissing the claims "of those plaintiffs who have failed to comply

with the discovery orders of this Court and specifically by failing to file responses to discovery by

December 17 ,1997 ." The Maries' claims were among those dismissed. (See Exhibit C.) Regarding

the attempts to revive or reinstate such claims, Judge Graves could not have been more explicit:

"[TJhe Courtretainsjurisdictionwithregardto all claims that are dismissed from this
action without prejudice for the sole and express purpose of allowing this Court to
review any motions or other attempts to revive those claims inhe courts of
Mississippi and, in fact, these plaintiffs are required to pursue any efforts to revive
those claims before this Court."

(Id. atp.2)

In the seven years since that order was entered, the Maries have not filed a motion with this
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Court seeking permission to renew their dismissed claims. Instead, they have filed a series ofvague

and unintelligible complaints in other federal and state courts. AII of these claims have been

dismissed. Now, nine years after the Bogalusa incident, they have fi1ed a set of motions seeking to

advance a long-dormant case asserting claims arising out of the Bogalusa chemical release that this

Court dismissed over seven years ago. Allowing the Maries to proceed with these claims essentially

nullifies Judge Graves' January I 5, 1998 Order. These motions and this action are plainly designed

to circumvent Judge Graves' order and should be dismissed.

II. THE MARIES' MOTIONS AND CLAIMS ARE BARRED BY THE GLOBAL
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT OF ALL BOGALUSA CHEMICAL
RELEASE CLAIMS.

In early 2004,the Mississippi Plaintiffs' Counsel for all Mississippi plaintiffs who had

asserted claims in Mississippi arising out of the Bogalusa chemical release entered into a Global

Settlement Agreement dismissing all such claims with prejudice. This settlement expressly included

the Newkirkcase as well as all other litigation arising out ofthe 1995 Bogalusa incident. (SeeGlobal

Settlement Agreement pp. 6-7 & 26-28, attached as Exhibit M.) The Maries are plaintiffs in

Mississippi covered by this Global Settlement Agreement. (,See Exhibit B, the order consolidating

3,511 plaintiff claims in Newkirk et al. v. Vicksburg Chemical, et al. into a single action in which

the Maries were plaintiffs.) (See also Attachment 6 to Global Settlement Agreement, attached as

Exhibit N, listing the Newktrk action as one covered by the Global Settlement Agreement.)

Therefore, the Maries' motions must be denied and their claims dismissed with prejudice pursuant

to the terms of the Global Settlement Agreement which has extinguished all ofthe Maries' claims

against Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container arising out of the Bogalusa chemical release. If
the Maries object to their treatment by the Special Master (Robert Owens) that Judge Graves
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appointed to oversee the distribution of settlement proceeds, their quarrel is with the Special Master

and/or the attomeys in their original Newkirkcase - not with these defendants.

III. TIIE MARIES' MOTIONS AND CLAIMS SHOULD BE DISMISSED AS
THEY ARE VAGUE, CONCLUSORY, AND UNINTELLIGIBLE.

A motion filed by a party must state clearly and comprehensibly the reasons for such a

motion. Here, all three ofthe Maries' motions are vague and unintelligible and should be dismissed.

See Burns v. State,729 5o.2d203,224 (Miss. 1998) (denying motion that "was at best vague");

Lowery v. State,803 So. 2d 1262, 1264-65 (Miss. App. 2002) (dismissing motion where party

provided "vague and unsupported allegations in furtherance of [his] argument"); Banfts v. State,

796 So. 2d29I,291 (Miss. App. 2001) (finding "general statements" and "vague allegations" raised

in motion were not enough to sustain motion); E.F. By and Through Mississippi protection and

Advocacy System, Inc. v. Scafidi,851 F.Supp.249,253-54 (S.D.Miss. I9g4) (denying motion that

was "rather broad and vague").

First, the Maries' Motion for Partial Summary or Final Settlement talks vaguely of

"reactivating portions of a settlement agreement which has unduly denied them relief' and "seiz[ure]

[of] Plaintiffs' home and property." (Maries' Motion For Summary Judgment or Partial Settlement

at p. 2.) The motion also lists a number of "Initial and Additional Injuries" with no support

whatsoever. Ud. at pp. 3-4.) The motion goes on to make more vague and unintelligible

"[aJllegations" of "wrong doing by Defending attorneys" and of "threats or worse,, including

"criminal accusations, arrest evaluations and classes." (Id. atp. 5.) The rambling ends with a

statement that this all somehow amounts to "cruel and unusual punishment" and requests " 10 million

as a partial judgment or demand[sJ a full and final settlement of 25 millio n.,, (Id. at p. 6.)

Second, the Maries' Motion on Pleadings of Special Matters seeks unspecified relief from
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Judge Graves' Case Management Order No. 1 . This motion also talks of "replevin, unlawful seizure

of their home and injuries." (Maries' Motion On Pleadings of Special Matters at pp. l-4.) In

addition to many other conclusory and unintelligible statements, their memorandum in support of

this motion and their purported summary judgment states that the Maries ,,were arbikarily deprived

of their rights ofproperty by whatever form of settlement previously agreed to and which afforded

no relief. Under guise of legislative authority or otherwise." (Maries Memo. in Support ofpleadings

of Special Matters and Summary Judgment atp.2.)

Third, the Maries' Motion for Intervention alleges an "unlawful toxic seizure of the

Plaintiffs' home" in violation of the Constitution. (Maries' Motion for Intervention at p. 1.)

Seemingly, this motion seeks intervention into a class action in Mississippi, despite the lack of any

class action procedure in Mississippi. It also talks of "threats to be silent for the purpose of creating

and maintaining anon-provisional class action" as well as an "attorneys plot caused amanifestation

of threats and ongoing hostilities." (Id. atp.2.) They go on and state in a conclusory fashion that

"[b]y arbikary coercion Plaintiffs' rights to redress have been denied including rights of discovery

and misrepresentation of crucial issues." (Id. atp.3)

These motions contain not a single statement (ormore correctly allegation) that is backed up

by any sort of evidence or factual record. They are utterly incomprehensible. Motions cannot be

predicated on such vague statements, and all three motions should be dismissed.

IV. TIIE MARIES'MOTIONS AND CLAIMS ARE BARRED BY F'AILURE TO
PROSECUTE THEIRACTION IN A TIMELY MANNERAI{D THEIR CASE
MUST BE DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE FOR WANT OF
PROSECUTION.

While "dismissals for want ofprosecution are . . . employed reluctantly. There is no set time

limit for the prosecution of an action once it has been filed, but where the record shows that a
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plaintiff has been guilty of dilatory or contumacious conduct, or has repeatedly disregarded the

procedural directives of the court, such a dismissal [should occur]." Vosbein v. Bellias,g66 So. 2d

489,493 (Miss. App. 2004) (citing Watson v. Lillard,493 So. 2d, 1277,1278 (Miss. 1936)

(upholding dismissal for want ofprosecution where plaintiff s "actions conkibuted materially to the

delay")). The Vosbein court identified a number of factors in determining whether dismissal with

prejudice should occur for want of prosecution, including "the extent to which the plaintiff, as

distinguished from his counsel, was personally responsible for the delay, the degree of actual

prejudice to the defendant, and whether the delay was the result of intentional conduct.,, yosbein,

866 So. 2dat493 (citing McGowanv. Faullcner Concrete Pipe Co.,659F.2d,554,557-58 (5th Cir.

1e81)).

Not having counsel, the Maries are clearly responsible for the delay in their case. The

prejudice to Gaylord Chemical and Gaylord Container is large, given the years of time spent

litigating claims in regards to the chemical release and having negotiated a Global Settlement

Agreement that encompasses the Maries' claims. The Marie's conduct was also clearly intentional.

Instead of pursuing any action before this Court, they chose to file actions in two separate federal

courts and have only retumed when those courts appropriately refused to let their claims stand.

The Vosbein court specifically noted in dismissing an action for want of prosecution that:

"Here, the accident occurred eleven years before the final order of dismissal with
prejudice was entered. The complaint was filed eight years before the final order. The
same judge presided over the entire proceeding. The judge dismissed the case three
times. Even after the case was reinstated, however, there was no activity for another
fifteen months before the second motion to dismiss was granted. Vosbein then failed
to prosecute the case after the second dismissal. Since the case was filed, Vosbein has
taken virtually no positive action to prosecute his claim. We find that there was
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sufficient evidence to support the trial judge's finding of dilatory and contumacious
conduct."

Vosbein,866 So. 2d at 493.

Just as in Vosbein, the Maries' complaint should be dismissed with prejudice. Their

complaint before this Court was filed about five years before the final settlement that has stayed all

claims relating to the Bogalusa chemical release. No fewer than four courts on four separate

occasions have dismissed claims filedby the Maries. The Maries have not taken a single step to

prosecute their action since it was filed almost six and one quarter years ago on October ZI,lggg.

Not a single case activity has been initiated by the Maries for six years until the filing of these

motions since the initial filing of their complaint. Therefore, the motions filed by the Maries should

be dismissed along with a dismissal of their claims with prejudice.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, the three motions filed by the Maries and the claims of the

Maries shouldbe dismissed with prejudice. If the Maries' case is not dismissed with prejudice along

with anx order forbidding them to file a cause of action against Gaylord Chemical and/or Gaylord

Container in regards to any claim relating or derivative to the Bogalusa chemical leak, the Maries,

as theirhistoryhas shown, will continueto fileunintelligiblecomplaints andmotions forclaims long

since abdicated and extinguished. In the alternative, this case and these motions should be

transferred for consideration before Judge Delaughter, who is the judge for the consolidated actions

resulting from the Bogalusa chemical release.
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Respectfully submitted, this the Tthday ofFebruary,2005.

Alex A. Alston, Jr. (MB #1543)
Sheldon G. Alston (MB #9784)
BRUNnu, GneNrrnu, GnoweR
& Hswns, PLLC
248 East Capitol Street, Suite l40O
Jackson, MS 39201
Telephone: (601) 948-3 101

Facsimile: (601) 960-6902
AND

Thomas O. Kuhns
KIRKLAND & ET"IIS LLP
200 East Randolph Drive
Chicago,IL 60601
Telephone : (3 12) 86 I -2000
Facsimile: (3 12) 861 -220A

AND
E. B. Dittmer II
TetLnY, ANtHoNv, HucHes
& KNrcsr, L.L.C.
322 Columbia Street
P.O. Box 340
Bogalus4 LA70429-0340
Telephone: (985) 732-7 I5l
Facsimile: (985) 7 32-1664
Counsel for Gaylord
Chemical Corporation

Charles E. Sutton, Jr.
McCnnNre, SIstRuNr, ANzeuvto, HARDy,
MexwBrr & McDaNIEL PC
195 Greenbriar Blvd., Suite 200
Covington, LA 70433
Telephone: (504) 846-8336
Facsimile: (985) 809-967 7

AND
W. Scott Welch III
BmteR, SNow, O'MARA, SrrvrNs &
CaNNloA, PLLC
210 East Capitol Street
P.O. Box 22567
Jackson, MS 39225
Telephone: (601) 948-571 1

Facsimile: (601) 985-4500
Counsel for Gaylord
Container Corporation
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Alex A. Alston, Jr., one of the attorneys for Gaylord Chemical Corporation, do hereby

certi$r that I have this day served a copy of the above and foregoing Gaylord Chemical

Corporation's and Gaylord ContainerCorporation's Opposition to theMariesr (l) Motion for

Summary Judgment or Final Settlement, (2) Motion on Pleadings of Special Matters, and

(3) Motion for Intervention by placing a copy of same in the United States mail, postage prepaid,

to the following:

REBECCA MARIE
P.O. Box 77
Shady Hook, MS 39478

ROBERT MARIE
P.O. Box 77
Shady Hook, MS 39478

RICKY LUKE
CRerc HesrER LuxB & DonsoN
404 Fontaine Place, Suite 101

Ridgeland, MS 39157

Attorneys for Kansas City Southern
Railway Company

RICHARD D. GAMBLIN
WrsB CeRrBnCruro & Cnneway
P.O. Box 651

Jackson, MS 39205

Attorneys for lllinois Central Railroad

DAVID BARflELI)
Benpmro AND AssocrATES
P.O. Box 3979
Jackson, MS 39207

Attorneys for Union Tank Car
Company

JOHN E. WADE
BnrrNru GReNrHnu GnownR & Hewrs
P.O. Drawer 119
Jackson, MS 39205

Attorneys for Vicksburg Chemical
Company

SO CERTIFIED, this the Tthday of February,ZO05.

ALEX A. ALSTON, JR.


